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ABOVE: map view of SMAP swath-level data products – salinity (left) 

and temperature (right) overlaid onto vessel of opportunity transit route

ABOVE: S/V Varuna before sailing from Norwalk, CT to 

St. Thomas, USVI.  Ocean surface research activities 

occurred on the return delivery of this vessel in 2020.  

BELOW:  vessel sailing northward through the Gulf 

Stream with 30 knot following winds and seas which 

limited the ability to stop and make measurements.

ABOVE:  Photograph of Boyle drifter with solar panel 

(black), antenna buoyancy volume – prevents capsize 

(orange).  Buoy mass is 750 grams; it can be deployed 

using one hand from any vessel, recovery is more difficult

LEFT:  research-grade RBRduo3

instrument system attached to 

PVC pole and lowered over the 

side.  The “twist-activation” power 

ON/OFF system is convenient, but 

depth control in a sea is difficult.

ABOVE:  2020 Atlantic Transit daily measurements – St. Thomas to Atlantic City, NJ. 

Correlation plot matrices for salinity (left) and temperature (right) values.  All sensors 

were calibrated 3 months prior to this field experiment.  Temperature comparison is 

encouraging, but salinity not so much.  The temperature calibration facility used is 

world-class, but the sensor conductivity calibration system used is relatively crude.

ABOVE:  layout of the S/V Vixen (Catalina 400) used 

for the 2021 transit from St Thomas, USVI to Florida.

Vixen was also fitted with a 9 degree of freedom inertial 

measurement unit mounted at the base of the mast.

ABOVE: summary measurement tables for the 2020 (left) and 2021 (right) cruises – upper rows display data acquired using hand-

held (in-situ) instruments deployed over the side – last two digits are uncertain.  Lower rows represents satellite-borne sensor data 

product values.  Collocated values based on median of distance-weighted nearest 16 grid point values. Estimated uncertainties 

are simple IQR of 16 nearest grid point values.  Sources:  SMAP - L2C, v4.0 RSS 40 km product; SMOS/AQUA L3 from ERDDAP 

ABOVE:  2021 Atlantic Transit daily in-situ

measurements – correlation plot matrices for 

salinity (top) and temperature (bottom) values.

ABOVE: map view of SMAP swath-level salinity data product during a 

transit through the Bahamas in 2021.
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